Abstract. Categorization of natural scene images into semantically meaningful categories is a challenging problem that requires usage of multiclass classification methods. Our objective in this work is to compare multiclass SVM classification strategies for this task. We compare the approaches where a multi-class classifier is constructed by combining several binary classifiers and the approaches that consider all classes at once. The first approach is generally termed as "divide-and-combine" and the second is known as "all-in-one". Our experimental results show that all-in-one SVM outperforms the other methods.
Introduction
Rapidly growing need for natural image classification challenges both image content representation studies and classification techniques. A performing multiclass classifier is needed when classifying natural scenes. From model-based methods to learning algorithms, there are many choices for an appropriate classifier. Among these, support vector machines (SVMs) appear to be a good candidate because of their ability to generalize in high-dimensional spaces without the need to add a prior knowledge. The appeal of SVMs is based on their strong connection to the underlying statistical learning theory. For several pattern classification applications [1] [2] , SVMs have been shown to provide better generalization performance than traditional techniques such as neural networks [3] .
SVM is basically conceived for binary classification. The idea is to separate two classes by calculating the maximum margin hyperplane between the training examples. Several methods have been proposed to extend SVM in order to classify more than two classes because classification problems are mostly multi class. Image classification is naturally a multi class problem as well. Currently there are two major approaches for extending SVM to multiclass classification: (1) considering all data in a single optimization. (2) Combining several binary SVM classifiers; generally the first approach is called 'all-in-one' (AIO). and the second 'divide-and-combine' The main methods for divide-and-combine are One-Against-All (OAA), One-Against-One (OAO) and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). There is some work in the literature [1] , [2] comparing these methods for classical datasets like iris, wine, glass, letter etc. In [2] , OAA, OAO MaxWins (with majority voting), DAG and AIO are compared.
The authors show that there is not one method that performs best for every dataset but that OAO MaxWins and DAG perform better with large number of classes. In [1] , OAO MaxWins, OAA, DAG and Neural Networks are compared. The authors show that the methods have comparable performance on accuracy and error rate but that OAO and DAG need less time for training phases. This conclusions point out that one should compare these methods for a specific classification problem, in this case image classification, because the best method can depend on the problem at hand. In [4] , OAO MaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling, DAG and Neural Networks are compared for natural texture images like grass, leaves, brick etc. using a mixed color and texture representation. The authors conclude that OAO MaxWins and DAG have almost the same performance and they are both better then neural networks in terms of accuracy. In [5] , OAO MaxWins, OAA, DAG, maximum likelihood and back propagation neural networks are compared for satellite images like water, construction, wood, bare soil etc. using topographical raster data for image representation. According to their results OAO with MaxWins majority voting is the most performing in terms of accuracy. In [6] , AIO, neural networks, discriminant analysis and decision trees are compared for land cover images using random pixels for image representation. It is shown that AIO SVM outperforms other techniques in accuracy.
Despite all these studies there is not a fully complete comparison of multi-class SVM classification methods. The comparisons in [1] and [5] do not cover OAO pairwise coupling and AIO. In [4] , OAA and AIO are missing. Even in the most complete comparison [2] , OAO-Pairwise Coupling method is missing. In addition to our knowledge there is not one comparison of these methods for classification of real world natural scenes like forest, coast, mountain or city view categories and previous results show that performances are greatly influenced by nature of the data. Another criticism to existing work is that only one performance measure is used. Different performance criteria measure different tradeoffs in the predictions made by a classifier, and it is possible that a learning method performs well on one metric, but be suboptimal on other metrics. Because of this it is important to evaluate algorithms on a broad set of performance metrics.
In this paper, we evaluate and compare all of the multiclass SVM methods mentioned above on a challenging image database by following an experimental approach. We compare performance of the methods for natural image categorization task using global and local image representations. We perform an extensive evaluation using multiple performance measures. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces multiclass methods. In section 3 features used for image representation are briefly presented. Section 4 describes performance measures that we use in experimentations. Experimental results are given in section 5 and finally conclusion in section 6.
Multi Class SVM

Divide and Combine
Strategies described below can be applied to build N-class classifiers using binary SVM classifiers. They can be decomposed in two main steps: (1) classification, (2) fusion. In classification step an instance x is classified by all of the binary classifiers. In the fusion step, classification outputs are combined together to provide a decision.
One Against One SVM Classifiers
One-Against-One (OAO) method involves N(N-1)/2 binary SVM classifiers. Each classifier is trained to separate each pair of classes. There are different strategies used to combine these binary classifiers. The main strategies widely used in literature are 'Pairwise Coupling' and a majority voting strategy which is called 'MaxWins'. When classifiers are combined through majority voting scheme, the class with maximal number of votes is the estimation. In pairwise coupling [3] , a pairwise probability j i p , is obtained from each binary SVM output noted as )
These pairwise probabilities are coupled into a common set of posterior probabilities i p :
The decision function is given by:
(3)
DAG SVM classifiers
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) SVM is proposed by Platt et al [1] . Training is the same as the OAO using N(N-1)/2 binary SVMs. However, in the testing phase, a directed acyclic graph with N(N-1)/2 internal nodes and N leaves is used. Testing a sample starts at the root node and it moves to either left or right depending on the output value. Therefore, we go through a path before reaching a leaf node, which indicates the predicted class. An advantage of using a DAG is that its testing time is less than the OAO methods. An example DAG for three classes is given in Figure 1 . One-Against-All SVM classifiers One-Against-All (OAA) is the most common and simplest approach [7] . It involves N binary SVM classifiers, one for each class. Each binary SVM is trained to separate 1vs3 1vs2 2vs3
one class from the rest. The winning class is the one that corresponds to the SVM with highest output value i.e. the largest decision function value. This approach may suffer from error caused by markedly imbalanced training sets. The decision function for OAA is :
is the output of the binary SVM classifier trained for class i against all the other classes.
All-in-One
There are certain limitations of the approaches that extend binary SVMs to multi-class problems. One of these limitations is that they do not consider the full problem directly. The one-against-all approach degrade the balance of the training sets (there are far more negative training examples in each binary classifier's training set), and the one-against-one method uses only information from the two classes that it works with. Each one-against-one classifier loses the information from all the remaining classes. All-in-one (AIO) is a more natural approach that considers the multi-class problem directly as a generalization of the binary classification algorithm The idea is similar to the OAA approach. It constructs N two-class rules where the ith function separates training vectors of the class i from the other vectors. Hence there are N decision functions but all are obtained by solving one problem [8] . The decision function is: ) ( max arg ) ( Note that for N=2, this formulation reduces to the binary SVM decision function.
Image Representation
Existing image categorization systems in the literature can be generally classified into two categories based on the underlying framework for image content representation. The first category segments the image into some meaningful components and uses them as semantic elements to characterize image content. The second category takes an image as a whole visual appearance and characterizes image contents by using image-based global visual features. These two approaches usually called as local and global have both shortcomings, for instance global approach do not take into account individual objects. And for local approach, image sub-blocks have little correspondence with global semantic of the image. Therefore, local and global representations are used together in order to overcome their shortcomings. The role of local and global information has also been studied by numerous experiments on human participants. These studies have shown that local part-based information and global information are processed separately by human visual system then integrated together [9] .
In a previous work we evaluated a collection of local and global features used to represent color, texture, edge and spectral information for binary classification [10] . We have shown that texture leads to the highest classification accuracy as a local representation, while spectral information is the most performing global representation. We used co-occurrence matrices to characterize texture information and gist to characterize spectral information. Gist is a low dimensional representation of the scene structure based on the output of filters tuned to different orientations and scales [12] . To sum up the previous work, holistic spatial scene properties may be best estimated using spectral information and local information is best described by texture information. The combination of texture and gist improves classification performance in binary classification. The same representations can be adopted for multi class image classification.
Performance Measures
An important aspect of our study is the use of performance criteria to evaluate multi class SVM methods. Classification techniques are now used in many domains, and different performance metrics are appropriate for each domain. There exist numerous performance measures in the literature of image classification domain. For example Precision/Recall measures are used in information retrieval. The most widely used methods are correct classification rate [6] , error rate [1] , classification accuracy in percentage [4] , [5] and ROC curves (sensitivity-specificity curves). A brief summary of the measures with the formulas are given in Table 1 . Let us consider that instances belong either to a positive class or to a negative class. The entries of a confusion matrix are true positives (TP) correctly classified positive instances, false positives (misclassified negatives), true negatives (correctly classified negatives) and false negatives (misclassified positives). Accuracy is the simplest way to compare two confusion matrices because it is a measure that represents the whole classification not only one class prediction. That is the reason why accuracy is the most widely used measure. In an N classification problem Precision, recall, specificity and F-measure represent the performance of the prediction for only one class. To compute these measures one has to consider the class under investigation as positive and all the other classes as negative. Kappa statistic is used to compare the degree of consensus between raters. In this context it is used to measure the quality of classification. Like accuracy, kappa statistic can represent a confusion matrix with a single value. It varies in interval [-1, 1 
Image Database
Our image database contains 8 categories of natural scenes: highway(260), streets(292), forest(328), open country(410), inside of cities(308), tall buildings(356), coast(360) and mountain(374) images (Numbers in brackets represent the size of each categories). The database provided by Oliva and Torralba was collected from a mixture of COREL images as well as personal photographs [11] . All images are colored and sized of 256x256 pixels. For each classification experiment 100 images of each category are reserved for test purpose and the remaining images are used as training set. Samples images for the 8 categories are given in Figure 2 .
Choice of Modalities
We use our image database to generate two groups of images that contain both four classes. These groups are arranged in such a way that one group contains the four most similar classes and the other the four least similar ones. We use these two groups in the remaining experimentations to compare multiclass classification methods. We suppose that if two classes are similar then the binary classification performance for these classes is low and vice versa. In other words, similarity of two classes varies in the opposite way with binary classification accuracy of these classes. In order to obtain the groups of classes mentioned above we performed binary classifications between every possible pair of classes in our image database (Combination (8, 2) =28) based on a local texture feature that is obtained by extracting four attributes namely energy, entropy, homogeneity and inertia from gray level co-occurrence matrix. This feature is extracted from block of 64x64 pixels. We sorted the binary classification results by accuracy. Keeping in mind that 6 classifiers are needed to build a 4-class classifier the 6 best performing classifiers sufficient to construct a 4-class classifier are selected; these four classes are the most similar ones according to the feature that is used. Following the same procedure the four least similar classes are found. The four most similar classes are Inside of city, Street, Tall building and Mountain and the four least similar classes are Forest, Highway, Coast, Street (Figure 2 and Figure 4 ). This result is in accordance with ordering based on spectral signature as presented in [11] . For each category the spectral signature is obtained by averaging the power spectra of a few hundred images that belong to this category. The authors showed that spectral signature is very appropriate to discriminate the categories. Categories very close to each other exhibit similar spectral signatures while for more distant categories the shape of the spectral signatures is less similar.
Classification Based on Local Representation
Texture feature that is defined in 5.2 is extracted from images on blocks of 64x64 pixels. The most similar image classes are used for classification. Classification results in terms of three performance measure are presented in Table 2 . Mean Fmeasure is calculated by averaging F-measures of individual classes. All three performance measures agree on the rank of the strategies under investigation. The results show that the methods are ascendant ordered as AIO, OAA, OAOMaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling and DAG. One should note that the best performing two strategies (AIO and OAA) have similar training phases. Remaining three methods use the exact same binary classifiers; MaxWins voting strategy is the winner of these last three methods. The most discriminative performance measure is Kappa statistic because it has a wider range comparing to the others. We performed the same experiment using the most similar classes; results are shown in Table 3 . Accuracy and kappa statistic perfectly agree with the ordering AIO, OAO-MaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling, OAA and DAG. According to F-measure the ordering is OAO-MaxWins, AIO, OAO-Pairwise Coupling, DAG and OAA. This is due to the surprisingly low recall values of Inside of city and mountain classes. The extreme F-measure values for these two classes decreased the mean F-measure value for OAA and AIO. Accuracy and kappa statistic has not been influenced by that as much as mean F-measure because both accuracy and kappa statistic are calculated in a more global way to summarize the confusion matrix. Note that the overall performance decreased comparing to the previous experiment with the least similar classes.
Classification Based on Global Representation
The least similar classes have been classified using global representation; results are shown in Table 4 . The methods are ordered by their performance as AIO, OAOMaxWins, OAA, OAO-Pairwise Coupling and DAG for all three performance measure. An increase of performance is observed for all five methods comparing to the classification based on texture feature with the same classes. This shows that gist is more discriminative then texture feature. Kappa statistic is the most discriminative performance measure for this classification.
Classification results of the four most similar classes using global representation is shown in Table 5 . Methods are ranked as: AIO, OAA, OAO-MaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling and DAG for all the performance criteria. OAO-MaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling and DAG that have the same binary classifiers are grouped together in performance rank. OAA and AIO made a second group with very similar results that can be explained by the similarity of their training phases. Overall performance in this experiment is better than the performances in classifications of the least similar classes based on local representation which is an interesting conclusion that confirms the superiority of the discriminative power of global representation. In order to evaluate the redundancy of the performance measures we calculated correlation coefficients. If two measures perfectly agree on every case it means that one of the measures is redundant. Correlation coefficients for different representation systems and for two extremes cases (the least and the most similar classes) are given in Table 6 . Correlation coefficients vary in interval [-1, 1]. 1 is for perfect agreement between measures and -1 for disagreement. It is noted that accuracy and kappa statistic are perfectly correlated for each of the cases. So we can use only one of them as measure of performance. Kappa statistic is a better candidate because its range is wider than accuracy. There is perfect agreement between performance measures for all experiments except from the second experiment where this is due to the sensibility of mean F-measure to an extreme case. Table 7 shows the rank of methods under investigation according to mean Fmeasure and kappa statistic separated by '+'. For example, '2+3' means that the rank of a method is 2 according to f measure; 3 according to kappa statistic.
If we exclude the experiment involving the most similar classes with a local representation (B) one should note that performance measures perfectly agree on the rank of the methods without any exception. This is also reflected on the correlation coefficient table where the correlation values are near 1. If we rank the classification strategies according to the total score for these three cases the most performing method is AIO followed by OAA, OAO-MaxWins, OAO-Pairwise Coupling and DAG. Note that the total score of OAO-MaxWins and OAA are very close. If we rank the strategies according to the total score using the four cases (A+B+C+D) the results are identical except for OAO-MaxWins and OAA which switch places. Nevertheless their scores are still very close.
To summarize we can say that AIO is always the most performing method in any situation followed by either OAO-MaxWins or OAA whose performance are very similar. One should note that there is a relation of ordering that remains unchanged for all of the four experiments and with agreement of all three performance measures without exception. OAO-MaxWins > OAO-Pairwise Coupling > DAG. It is an interesting result considering that these methods use the same binary SVM classifiers.
Conclusion
Results show that All-In-One method is the most performing SVM multiclass classification strategy for natural scene classification. This conclusion is confirmed with all four experiments performed on two separate groups of images using two different types of representation, one local, one global. We evaluated five methods, the first, fourth and last places of the ordering are very robust to image representation system and to class proximity. Our work show that the usage of multiple performance measures, multiple image representations and multiple test groups is not only preferable but also necessary because considering experiments separately leads to different performance orderings. An important result is that MaxWins majority voting is always the best performing strategy among the one-against-one strategies.
